Alternative Break Program
T-Shirt Design Contest

The Alternative Break Program is looking for their 2015-2016 t-shirt design!

**Deadline for submissions: October 16, 2015 at noon**

Email submissions to **abp@jmu.edu**

**include cell phone number in email with submission**

Winning designer receives: $25 to spend in the bookstore, framed recognition showcased in the Student Success Center Tribute to the Alternative Break Program, AND a free t-shirt!

---

Submission Guidelines:

- We will accept submissions in any format (hand drawn, Illustrator, Powerpoint, etc.)
- Font must be a minimum type size of 6 points.
- Artwork should be saved as vector PDF or EPS files.
- Fonts must be converted to curves (outlines or paths).
- Any small registration or copyright marks may not be legible once printed.
- Use a 0.5 point minimum line thickness for line art.
- Set the lines to scale with the artwork or convert the lines to shapes.
- T-shirts should use a **max** of two ink colors—no gradients or transparent layers.
- The design must be your own original unpublished work and must not contain any third-party logos, trademarks or copyright material.
- The design MUST include the information listed below.

**We reserve the right to make any modifications that are necessary for the final design.**

**Designs must include:**

- Become an Active Citizen
- 2015-2016
- Prominent ABP Logo (light bulb seen above)
- List all community partners for Thanksgiving, January, Spring, and May breaks (for list of partners and ABP logo, email abp@jmu.edu)

**Dimensions (see examples):**

- One design no larger than 12in. x 7in. (horizontal layout preferred)
- One design no larger than 12in. x 12in.